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n the weeks leading up to April 22, the 49th anniversary
of Earth Day, the media was full of articles, exposes, and
news stories about saving the planet. I love this stuff and am
always interested in hearing about new and
creative ways to recycle, re-use or repurpose.
For example, one of the biggest rages these
days are reusable straws and a California based
company, Final Straw, has created a “reusable
responsibly made product that eliminates the
need for plastic straws.” I don’t personally
use many straws, but applaud this idea as
single-use plastics, including trash bags,
wrap, water bottles, and utensils are a
serious ecological concern that pollute
our lands, endanger marine animals, and
devastate the food chain. Next, although I
have never watched the hit TV show “Game of
Thrones” I was delighted to read that the characters
who appear to be decked out in luxurious fur coats are
actually sporting rugs from IKEA that have been cut and
shaved to look like authentic fur. That’s ingenious! Finally,
while walking the streets of the Hague in Holland over spring

break my family stumbled upon a restaurant called “Instock”
that serves nothing but food waste. I hadn’t heard about this
concept before, but was intrigued by the social enterprise
that collects surplus food from more than 150 grocery stores
plus meat and fish suppliers across the Netherlands to use in
its three restaurants and for an online shop that sells surplus
food to catering companies and chefs. So these “inglorious
fruits and vegetables” or “perfectly imperfect” produce aren’t
thrown away and adding to the millions of mounds of leftover
food routinely discarded, but instead are being turned into
delicious meals. What an admirable and innovative solution.

Back at the park, we
celebrated Earth Day
last Saturday and by
9am, when not many
volunteers had arrived,
I felt like I threw a party
and nobody came. For
many years we had
received grants from the California State Parks Foundation
who did a supreme job of marketing and promoting our event
so that as many as 300 volunteers would show up ready and
willing to get dirty. This year we did not receive external funds
and the marketing of our event was much less so our work
force was much smaller. However, 60 or so volunteers can
be remarkably productive. Alongside our Landscape Crew
and Natural
Resource
staff, about
25 volunteers
weeded every
island in the
Los Trancos
lot and

removed pounds of black mustard
that had overtaken the parking
lot perimeters. Additionally, the
lifeguard towers were washed
and waxed (now ready to deploy
on the sand the week of May 6,)
the Park Rules signs were sanded
and painted, and the trash can
lids were installed. A huge thank you to volunteer Brian Flynn
for managing every aspect of “Winter’s trash can lid project”
(no crows, nor squirrels, nor even bears can get into those
trash cans now.) Several families preferred cleaning the beach
and used the recyclable Barrel Bags (“reusable, compact, ecofriendly beach clean-up bags made from recycled materials,”)
and all the bulletin boards and panels along the Pelican Point
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bluff trail were cleaned and polished. The momentum has just
begun and although the “bearthday” itself has passed, we have
a long list of spring-cleaning maintenance and beautification
projects that will take us well into the coming months.
But spring isn’t just about cleaning, it’s also about re-birth.
Last month I saw a trio of Mallards swimming around the
Trancos Creek. Today I saw an adult pair, followed by 11
adorable ducklings at the mouth of the creek. This isn’t the
first year we have seen Mallard mating and the consequent
off-spring dabbling delightfully, but I do always wonder how
they are so comfortable amongst large numbers of people
who are closely observing their antics. Although they tend to
nest on dry ground close to water or in aquatic nests hidden
under overhanging vegetation, once the chicks are born the
whole family parades in the open. Mallards lay from 1-13 eggs
often twice per nesting season. The adorable newly hatched
birds are covered in down and alert enough to leave the
nest within about 13 hours. Mallard ducklings are precocial,

Mallards
(Anas platyrhynchos)

meaning they know how to swim and feed right after they
are hatched, but will still follow their mother for the next two
months as they mature and develop their ability to fly (male
Mallards have no involvement in caring for their offspring.)
These familiar ducks reach reproductive age after a year and
because the females tend to breed near the place where they
were hatched it’s possible that one female from a previous
clutch won the “lottery” and was able to nest alongside the
cottages at Crystal Cove Historic District (and didn’t even have
to use Reserve California!)
For the second month in a row, and while the wildflowers are
still in bloom, I attended a lecture by noted local botanist Ron
Vanderhoff who focused exclusively on the eight rare plants
found in Laguna Beach. According to Ron, Orange County
boasts 1,431 native plant species, 92 of which are considered
rare in California, with 39 of those found in Laguna Beach.
As part of the developing Natural Resource Management
Plan for Crystal Cove State Park, famed botanist Fred Roberts

surveyed the parks rare
plants within the last
year. According to his
finds, we have at least
two of those described by
Vanderhoff: Calachortus
weedi var. intermedius
(Intermediate Mariposa
Lily,) a delicate lily with
Intermediate Mariposa Lily
pale yellow petals some
(Calochortus weedii var. intermedius)
sporting purple near the
base, and Euphorbia misera (Cliff Spurge,) a woody shrub with
small hairy flower clusters with pretty scalloped petals. Both
are so rare in California they are listed on the California Native
Plant Society list of rare plants with Intermediate Mariposa
Lily ranking 1B.2 which means that this endemic species has
declined significantly and is in serious trouble, whereas Cliff
Spurge is listed as 2B.2 meaning it is rare here, but common
elsewhere (in this case Baja.) Vanderhoff also talked about
some other scarce beauties including Allen’s
Daisy (named after Bob Allen, author of
Wildflowers of Orange County and the Santa
Ana Mountains,) Big-leaved Crownbeard (with
the only known population in the US found
in Orange County) and the Laguna Beach
Live-forever which is considered one of the
rarest plants in the United States with only
7-8 colonies in the world and found only in
Laguna Beach. Strangely, the City flower is the
geranium, while the
City tree is Eucalyptus,
but with so many plants
found only around our
local area, perhaps
those City symbols will
one day be changed.
At this time of year,
bunnies are a popular
Laguna Beach Live-forever
gift. Parents buy them
(Dudleya stolonifera)
for their children as
Easter presents and then
after awhile realize rabbits are not the coziest or friendliest
pets. Alas, it is not uncommon for people to then dump
these unwanted gifts in a local wilderness area, with few, if
any, surviving. Well, a few weeks ago Environmental Services
Intern Nicole Leatherman experienced a moment straight out
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of Jurassic
Park when
she was
working on
Moro Ridge
and heard
a loud
rustling in
the brush.
Nicole
figured
it was a
Monitor Lizard coyote,
(Varanus albigularis)
Nicole Leatherman but when
she came
face to face with the creature it was not a mammal at all,
but rather a Monitor Lizard, a species found in Asia, Africa,
and Oceania, but not in Southern California. Unless…as I
suspect, the lizard was surreptitiously released into the park
by it’s “owner.” I can’t imagine that a reptile that can grow to
more than five feet has a long neck, a powerful tail, sharp
claws, and well-developed limbs would make the best pet,
and presumably that was the case. Although Monitor Lizards
are considered very intelligent and this one now has a large
playground to forage and ambush its prey, I am doubtful it will
survive in the backcountry of Crystal Cove SP (although none
of their predators: crocodiles, pythons, leopards, or eagles, live
here.) Monitor lizards are legal to keep as pets in California
and though I might speculate that this particular lizard was
dumped in the park it is certainly possible that it escaped from
its owner’s home nearby.
We don’t expect to see Monitor Lizards in the park ever, but
we do expect sightings of rattlesnakes throughout the
spring and summer and lately, they have been spotted daily.
Rattlesnakes have been observed lazing in the sun along
the trails in the backcountry, along the coastal bluff and
have even been seen on the beach. As nerve wracking as
it may feel to encounter a rattler, they are a vital part of this
natural community and don’t bite unless they are threatened,
disturbed or cornered. As the days have gotten warmer and
we have become alerted to their widespread scaly presence,
it’s important to remember what to do in case you see one.
Rattlesnakes need room to slither away, so if you see one
blocking the path, try stomping loudly to alert the snake to
your presence (they have poor eyesight, but can sense sound
and vibrations,) and go around it – giving the snake a wide

berth to escape.
Rattlesnakes
will generally
avoid human
interactions, but
if you do have a
negative contact
with one, call
911 and remain
Southern Pacific Rattlesnake
calm and still, as
(Crotalus oreganus heller)
thrashing about
Peter Bryant
moves the venom
faster. Keep the bite lower than the heart (do not elevate the
bite; that will increase circulation and spread the venom more
rapidly,) wash the affected area and remove any potential
constrictions such as rings. In all my years working in this
park I know there has been an instance or two when a visitor
was bitten by a rattlesnake, but it has been rare. These native
reptiles are here to stay so remain vigilant, hike in the middle
of the trail, and be mindful where you put your hands and feet.
Over spring break my husband, son Zack and I traveled to
Holland which is where we discovered the restaurant that
advertised “repurposed” food. Not that we needed a reason to
travel to such an exhilarating, progressive, and international
European country, but the impetus for the trip was to check out
the school where Zack has chosen to attend college. By midAugust our youngest will be heading to the Hague to attend
Leiden University College to study Global Challenges. With Alex
in Singapore and Zack in the Netherlands ol’ mom and dad will
have closed the chapter of our lives that focused on parenting
children. My heart is heavy as I write these words and although
I am sad that my amazing children will be so very far away, I am
immensely proud of the young men they have become. So, as
my husband said, we are “soud,” that is sad and proud and as
Anne Frank (how appropriate) wrote:
“Parents can only give good advice or put them on the right
paths, but the final forming of a person’s character lies in their
own hands.”
See you in the Park

Winter

